CIRCULATING MATERIALS

B2430.F724 U53 2017
Understanding Foucault, understanding modernism / edited by David Scott.

B828.2 .H69 2017

BD431 .N36 2017
Things that join the sea and the sky : field notes on living / Mark Nepo.

BF204.6 .G74 2016
Exploring positive psychology : the science of happiness and well-being / Erik M. Gregory and Pamela B. Rutledge.

BF575.E55 S44 2017
Assessing empathy / Elizabeth A. Segal, Karen E. Gerdes, Cynthia A. Lietz, M. Alex Wagaman, and Jennifer M. Geiger.

BF698.S51648 2017
Personality theories : a global view / Eric Shiraev, George Mason University.

BF771.S63 2017 v. 82 No. 3
Developmental trajectories of children’s adjustment across the transition to siblinghood : pre-birth predictors and sibling outcomes at one year / Brenda L. Volling, Richard Gonzalez, Wonjung Oh, Ju-Hyun Song, Tianyi Yu, Lauren Rosenberg, Patty X. Kuo, Elizabeth Thomason, Emma Beyers-Carlson, Paige

BF76 .C38 2017
Career paths in psychology : where your degree can take you / edited by Robert J. Sternberg.

BJ1490 .C47 2016
Revenge and social conflict / Kit R. Christensen, Bemidji State University.

BJ45 .F529 2017
The geography of morals : varieties of moral possibility / Owen Flanagan.

BL1060 .S53 2017
A history of Muslims, Christians, and Jews in the Middle East / Heather J. Sharkey, University of Pennsylvania.

BL640 .W43 2016
Genghis Khan and the quest for God : how the world's greatest conqueror gave us religious freedom / Jack Weatherford.

Handbook of Scientology / edited by James R. Lewis, Kjersti Hellesøy.

Buddhist economics : an enlightened approach to the dismal science / Clair Brown.

The rise of network christianity : how independent leaders are changing the religious landscape / Brad Christerson and Richard Flory.

A just forgiveness : responsible healing without excusing injustice / Everett L. Worthington, Jr.

Bonhoeffer abridged : pastor, martyr, prophet, spy / Eric Metaxas.

A centennial history of the American Friends Service Committee / Gregory A. Barnes.

The dictionary of Irish family names / Ida Grehan.

Evidence explained : citing history sources from artifacts to cyberspace / Elizabeth Shown Mills.

America and the Great War : a Library of Congress illustrated history / Margaret E. Wagner ; introduction by David M. Kennedy ; Athena Angelos, picture editor.

Singapore's Dunkirk / Geoffrey Brooke.

Enemies : World War II alien internment / by John Christgau ; with a new afterword by the author.

December 1941 : 31 days that changed America and saved the world / Craig Shirley.

The years of extermination : Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1939-1945 / Saul Friedländer.

Code girls : the untold story of the American women code breakers of World War II / Liza Mundy.

The Hellenistic age / Peter Thonemann.

The last of the tsars : Nicholas II and the Russian Revolution / Robert Service.

Underground Petersburg : radical populism, urban space and the tactics of subversion in reform-era Russia / Christopher Ely.


Isabella of Castile : Europe's First Great Queen / Giles Tremlett.

No country for Jewish liberals / Larry Derfner.


Connecting with the enemy : a century of Palestinian-Israeli joint nonviolence / Sheila H. Katz.

The attack on the Liberty : the untold story of Israel's deadly 1967 assault on a U.S. spy ship / James Scott.


Hell No : the forgotten power of the Vietnam peace movement / Tom Hayden.

Modern conflict in the greater Middle East : a country-by-country guide / Spencer C. Tucker, editor.

The Japanese / Edwin O. Reischauer.

The Japanese : a major exploration of modern Japan / Peter Tasker.
Historic sites and landmarks that shaped America : from Acoma Pueblo to Ground Zero / Mitchell Newton-Matza, editor.

Taking back the academy! : history of activism, history as activism / edited by Jim Downs & Jennifer Manion.

Ties that bound : founding first ladies and slaves / Marie Jenkins Schwartz.

The American Miracle : Divine Providence In the Rise Of the Republic / Michael Medved.

The famine ships : the Irish exodus to America / Edward Laxton.

Islamophobia and racism in America / Erik Love.

An American family : a memoir of hope and sacrifice / Khizr Khan.

Struggle on their minds : the political thought of African American resistance / Alex Zamalin.

Fugitive science : empiricism and freedom in early African American culture / Britt Rusert.

I must resist : Bayard Rustin's life in letters / introduced and edited by Michael G. Long ; foreword by Julian Bond.


Theaters of the American Revolution : Northern, Middle, Southern, Western, Naval / James Kirby Martin and David L. Preston, editors.

1777 : tipping point at Saratoga / Dean Snow.

Revolutionary mothers : women in the struggle for America's independence / Carol Berkin.

Women soldiers, spies, and patriots of the American Revolution / Martha Kneib.
The brave women and children of the American Revolution / John Micklos, Jr.

Blood from the sky : miracles and politics in the early American republic / Adam Jortner.

Embattled freedom : chronicle of a fugitive-slave haven in the wary North / Jim Remsen.

The Civil War / William C. Davis.


First with the most Forrest / by Robert Selph Henry.

Nathan Bedford Forrest : a biography / by Jack Hurst.

That devil Forrest : life of General Nathan Bedford Forrest / by John Allan Wyeth ; foreword by Henry Steele Commager ; maps by Jean Tremblay ; with a new foreword by Albert Castel.

Gentleman and soldier : a biography of Wade Hampton III / Edward G. Longacre.

Lee's maverick general, Daniel Harvey Hill / by Hal Bridges ; introduction by Gary W. Gallagher.

John Bell Hood and the War for Southern Independence / Richard M. McMurry.


Lee : the last years / Charles Bracelen Flood.

Stephen Dodson Ramseur, Lee's gallant general / by Gary W. Gallagher.


Sherman : Fighting Prophet.
E467.1.S57 S8 1991
Sickles the incredible / W.A. Swanberg.

E467.1.S9 D3 1992
Jeb Stuart : the last cavalier / Burke Davis ; with maps by Rafael D. Palacios.

E467.1.W5 D973 1992
From Shiloh to San Juan : the life of "Fightin' Joe" Wheeler / John P. Dyer.

E468.9 .F84
The road to disunion / William W. Freehling.

E468.B57 1990
1400 days : the Civil war day by day / Chris Bishop, Ian Drury ; illustrated by Tony Gibbons.

E470 .E13 1991
Narrative of the War Between the States / Jubal Anderson Early ; with notes by R.H. Early ; introduction by Gary Gallagher ; maps by Blake Magner.

E470 .G67 1993

E470 .L85 1992
From Manassas to Appomattox : memoirs of the Civil War in America / by James Longstreet ; [new introduction by Jeffry D. Wert].

E470.2 .A94 2017
The thin light of freedom : the Civil War and emancipation in the heart of America / Edward L. Ayers.

E470.2.F7 1998
Lee's lieutenants : a study in command / Douglas Southall Freeman ; abridged in one volume by Stephen W. Sears ; introduction by James M. McPherson.

E470.2.J77 1995
Gray ghosts and rebel raiders / Virgil Carrington Jones ; with an introduction by Bruce Catton.

E470.2.L66 2002
Lee's cavalymen : a history of the mounted forces of the Army of Northern Virginia, 1861-1865 / Edward G. Longacre.

E470.6 .B3 1980
North Carolina as a Civil War battleground, 1861-1865 / by John Gilchrist Barrett.

E470.S43 2017
Lincoln's lieutenants : the high command of the Army of the Potomac / Stephen W. Sears.

E472.23 .B76 2000
Bloody hill : the Civil War Battle of Wilson's Creek / William Riley Brooksher.
E473.2 .D3847 1981
Duel between the first ironclads / William C. Davis.

E473.54 .D36 1997
Shiloh : the battle that changed the Civil War / Larry J. Daniel.

E473.77.M37 1997
The second Bull Run campaign, July-August 1862 / David Martin.

E473.S43 1992
To the gates of Richmond : the peninsula campaign / Stephen W. Sears.

E474.65.T83 2000
Burnside's Bridge : the climactic struggle of the 2nd and 20th Georgia at Antietam Creek / Phillip Thomas Tucker.

E475.53 .O273 1992
Gettysburg / William C. Oates and Frank A. Haskell ; edited and with an introduction by Glenn LaFantasie ; general series editor, Paul Andrew Hutton.

E475.53.G72 2000
Covered with glory : the 26th North Carolina Infantry at Gettysburg / Rod Gragg.

E475.53.H47 2001
Pickett's charge--the last attack at Gettysburg / Earl J. Hess.

E475.53.P53 1994
Pickett's charge : eyewitness accounts / edited by Richard Rollins.

E475.81.T9 1994
Chickamauga : bloody battle in the West / by Glenn Tucker ; maps by Dorothy Thomas Tucker.

E475.97.S92 1995
Mountains touched with fire : Chattanooga besieged, 1863 / Wiley Sword.

E476.33 .B76 1998
War along the bayous : the 1864 Red River Campaign in Louisiana / William Riley Brooksher.

E476.64 .D37
The battle of New Market / William C. Davis.

E476.69 .G53 1995
The march to the sea and beyond : Sherman's troops in the Savannah and Carolinas campaigns / Joseph T. Glatthaar.

E476.69.B35 2000
The chessboard of war : Sherman and Hood in the autumn campaigns of 1864 / Anne J. Bailey.

E477.28 .G72 1992
Confederate Goliath : the battle of Fort Fisher / Rod Gragg.
E477.33.W46 1997
From Winchester to Cedar Creek: the Shenandoah Campaign of 1864 / Jeffry D. Wert.

E477.52 .H7 1991
The decisive battle of Nashville / Stanley F. Horn.

E477.67 .C4 1993
The passing of the armies: an account of the final campaign of the Army of the Potomac, based upon personal reminiscences of the Fifth Army Corps / Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain ; introduction by James M. McPherson.

E477.67 .W48 1991
Witness to Appomattox / Richard Wheeler.

E479.S72 1994
Recollections of a Confederate staff officer / by G. Moxley Sorrel.

E513.5 54th .B8 1989
One gallant rush: Robert Gould Shaw and his brave Black Regiment / by Peter Burchard.

E515.5 1st .M64 1993
The last full measure: the life and death of the First Minnesota Volunteers / Richard Moe.

E524 .B3
The Civil War in North Carolina / by John G. Barrett.

E527.8.1st S38 2001

E528.5 2nd .R46 1992
All for the Union: the Civil War diary and letters of Elisha Hunt Rhodes / edited by Robert Hunt Rhodes ; foreword by Geoffrey C. Ward.

E540.I6 F54 2017

E559.5 8th.W55 2002
A scythe of fire: a Civil War story of the Eighth Georgia Infantry Regiment / Warren Wilkinson and Steven E. Woodworth.

E579.5 1st .W33 1985
Co. Aytch: a side show of the big show / by Sam R. Watkins ; with a new introduction by Roy P. Basler.

E581.4.S8 W47 1999

E581.5 21st.W62 1992
One of Jackson's Foot Cavalry / John H. Worsham ; edited by Paul Andrew Hutton.
Around Hazleton / Richard W. Funk.

Jim Thorpe (Mauch Chunk) / John H. Drury and Joan Gilbert.

Old Forge and Moosic / Margo L. Azzarelli.

Scranton / Cheryl A. Kashuba, Darlene Miller-Lanning, and Alan Sweeney.


Pedro Menéndez de Avilés and the conquest of Florida : a new manuscript / Gonzalo Solís de Merás ; edited, translated, and annotated by David Arbesú.


Echoes of Glory : Illustrated atlas of the Civil War / by the editors of Time-Life Books.

Rethinking the oceans : towards the blue economy / James Alix Michel.

Evolution's bite : a story of teeth, diet, and human origins / Peter S. Ungar.

Cultural wellsprings of folktalees. Translated from the Lithuanian by Jeronimas Zemkalnis.

The sorcerer's apprentice : an anthology of magical tales / edited by Jack Zipes ; illustrated by Natalie Frank.

From here to eternity : traveling the world to find the good death / Caitlin Doughty ; illustrations by Landis Blair.

Sting-ray afternoons : a memoir / Steve Rushin.

Statistics for people who (think they) hate statistics / Neil J. Salkind, University of Kansas.

Unfinished business : the unexplored causes of the financial crisis and the lessons yet to be learned / Tamim Bayoumi.
Silk stockings and socialism : Philadelphia’s radical hosiery workers from the Jazz Age to the New Deal / Sharon McConnell-Sidorick.

Early coal mining in the anthracite region / John Stuart Richards.

The taste of war : World War II and the battle for food / Lizzie Collingham.

Sweet as sin : the unwrapped story of how candy became America’s favorite pleasure / Susan Benjamin.

Prescription for the people : an activist's guide to making medicine affordable for all / Fran Quigley.

Failure to adjust : how Americans got left behind in the global economy / Edward Alden.

A brief history of entrepreneurship : the pioneers, profiteers, and racketeers who shaped our world / Joe Carlen.

Days of slaughter : inside the fall of Freddie Mac and why it could happen again / Susan Wharton Gates.

#Republic : divided democracy in the age of social media / Cass R. Sunstein.


Nothing to envy : ordinary lives in North Korea / Barbara Demick.

Women's activism in Africa : struggles for rights and representation / edited by Balghis Badri and Aili Mari Tripp.

Stanton in her own time : a biographical chronicle of her life, drawn from recollections, interviews, and memoirs by family, friends, and associates / edited by Noelle A. Baker.

Mama doesn't live here anymore / Judy Sullivan.


From Superman to social realism: children's media and Scandinavian childhood / Helle Strandgaard Jensen, Aarhus University.

On the agora: the evolution of a public space in Hellenistic and Roman Greece (c. 323 BC - 267 AD) / by Christopher P. Dickenson.

Ghosts of the tsunami: death and life in Japan's disaster zone / Richard Lloyd Parry.

Environmental crime in transnational context: global issues in green enforcement and criminology / edited by Toine Spapens, Rob White and Wim Huisman.

Germ wars: the politics of microbes and America's landscape of fear / Melanie Armstrong.

A moonless, starless sky: ordinary women and men fighting extremism in Africa / Alexis Okeowo.

One long night: a global history of concentration camps / Andrea Pitzer.

The school-to-prison pipeline: a comprehensive assessment / Christopher A. Mallett.

Political uses of Utopia: new Marxist, anarchist, and radical democratic perspectives / edited by S.D. Chrostowska and James D. Ingram.

Thinking like a political scientist: a practical guide to research methods / Christopher Howard.

Conserving America?: essays on present discontents / Patrick J. Deneen.

Defying the odds: the 2016 elections and American politics / James W. Ceaser, Andrew E. Busch, and John J. Pitney Jr.

Tainted witness: why we doubt what women say about their lives / Leigh Gilmore.

Media laws across the world: a comparative study of their evolution and challenges / Junhao Hong and Tuo-Yu Su.

The soul of the First Amendment / Floyd Abrams.

Blind injustice : a former prosecutor exposes the psychology and politics of wrongful convictions / Mark Godsey.

Teach students how to learn : strategies you can incorporate into any course to improve student metacognition, study skills, and motivation / Saundra Yancy McGuire with Stephanie McGuire ; foreword by Thomas A. Angelo.

Before books / [by] Caroline Pratt, Jessie Stanton.

Student debt : rhetoric and realities of higher education financing / Sandy Baum.


I am Malala : the girl who stood up for education and was shot by the Taliban / Malala Yousafzai with Christina Lamb ; with a new preface by the author.

Teaching children & young people with special educational needs & disabilities / edited by Sarah Martin-Denham.

I learn from children : an adventure in progressive education / Caroline Pratt ; introduction by Ian Frazier ; essay by Kate Turley ; afterword by Susan Semel.

Modernism and opera / edited by Richard Begam and Matthew Wilson Smith.

Rockin' the free world! : how the rock & roll revolution changed America and the world / Sean Kay.

Language of the spirit : an introduction to classical music / Jan Swafford.

Leonardo da Vinci / Walter Isaacson.

Plant : exploring the botanical world / [commissioning editor: Victoria Clarke ; project editor: Rosie Pickles].

Landscapes of modern architecture : Wright, Mies, Neutra, Aalto, Barragán / Marc Treib.
NA680 .H46 2016
100 years 100 buildings / John Hill.

NA7860 .W433 2017
Building community : new apartment architecture / Michael Webb.

NC1499.S337 A2 2015
The Arab of the future : a graphic memoir / Riad Sattouf ; translated by Sam Taylor.

NC815.B96 2017
Botanical sketchbooks : with 275 illustrations / Helen & William Bynum.

NK1404.2 .S65 2016
By the people : designing a better America / Cynthia E. Smith.

PA4037 .A54 2017
Enraged : why violent times need ancient Greek myths / Emily Katz Anhalt.

PE1429 .Z5 2006
On writing well : the classic guide to writing nonfiction / William Zinsser.

PE1611 .G55 2016
The making of the Oxford English dictionary / Peter Gilliver.

PN1009.A1 R478 2017
The rhetorical power of children's literature / edited by John H. Saunders.

PN146 .G47 2017
The art of creative research : a field guide for writers / Philip Gerard.

PN1992.77.B84 G76 2017
Slayers & vampires : the complete uncensored, unauthorized oral history of Buffy & Angel / Edward Gross and Mark A. Altman.

PN1992.77.T79 T78 2018
True detective and philosophy : a deeper kind of darkness / edited by Jacob Graham, Tom Sparrow.

PN2053.Y6 1972
Directing the play : from selection to opening night / by John Wray Young.

PN4874.C683 A3 2017
The rainbow comes and goes : a mother and son on life, love, and loss / Anderson Cooper and Gloria Vanderbilt.

PN6111.B47
The best American short plays.

PN6725 .T83 2017
Slugfest : inside the epic fifty-year battle between Marvel and DC / Reed Tucker.


The Sandman : overture / written by Neil Gaiman ; art by J.H. Williams III ; colors by Dave Stewart ; letters by Todd Klein ; cover art and original series covers by J.H. Williams III and Dave McKean.

Fairy tales for the disillusioned : enchanted stories from the French decadent tradition / edited and translated by Gretchen Schultz & Lewis Seifert.

Frankenstein : the first two hundred years / Christopher Frayling.

The second chance, and other stories / Alan Sillitoe.

Roald Dahl's marvellous medicine / Tom Solomon.


Edgar Allan Poe, Eureka, and scientific imagination / David N. Stamos.

The poem is you : 60 contemporary American poems and how to read them / Stephen Burt.

Pachinko / Min Jin Lee.

Pushcart prize XLII, 2018 : best of the small presses / edited by Bill Henderson ; with the Pushcart prize editors.

100 years of The best American short stories / edited by Lorrie Moore and Heidi Pitlor.

Science and technology in world history / David Deming.

The house of wisdom : how Arabic science saved ancient knowledge and gave us the Renaissance / Jim Al-Khalili.
Quantum leaps in the wrong direction: where real science ends— and pseudoscience begins / Charles M. Wynn and Arthur W. Wiggins; with cartoons by Sidney Harris.

Citizen science: how ordinary people are changing the face of discovery / Caren Cooper.

The craft of research / Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, Joseph M. Williams, Joseph Bizup, William T. FitzGerald.

Scientific scholarly communication: the changing landscape / Pali U.K. De Silva, Candace K. Vance.

The learning and teaching of algebra: ideas, insights, and activities / Abraham Arcavi, Paul Drijvers, and Kaye Stacey.

Calculus in context: background, basics, and applications / Alexander J. Hahn, University of Notre Dame.

Digital design in action: creative solutions for designers / Chris Jackson, Nancy Ciolek.

In the shadow of the moon: the science, magic, and mystery of solar eclipses / Anthony Aveni.

The amazing unity of the universe: and its origin in the big bang / Edward van den Heuvel.

Redesigning life: how genome editing will transform the world / John Parrington.

The skeleton revealed: an illustrated tour of the vertebrates / Steve Huskey.

Drug resistance / Sarah E. Boslaugh.

A warrior of the people: how Susan La Flesche overcame racial and gender inequality to become America’s first Indian doctor / Joe Starita.

Rigor mortis: how sloppy science creates worthless cures, crushes hope, and wastes billions / Richard Harris.

Murder and the making of English CSI / Ian Burney and Neil Pemberton.

The death gap: how inequality kills / David A. Ansell, MD.
RA427 .I45 2017
The health of newcomers: immigration, health policy, and the case for global solidarity / Patricia Illingworth and Wendy E. Parmet.

RA638 .R68 2017

RC455.2.C4 D536 2000
Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders: DSM-IV-TR.

RC489.T67 C53 2017
The recovery revolution: the battle over addiction treatment in the United States / Claire D. Clark.

RC628 .T66 2017
The obesity epidemic: why diets and exercise don't work -- and what does / Robyn Toomath.

RD32.3
Lange Q & A. Surgical technology examination / Carolan Sherman, Mary Chmielewski.

RM146.5 .P74 2017

RT86.3 .L398 2017
Caring matters most: the ethical significance of nursing / by Mark Lazenby, PhD, APRN, FAAN, Associate Professor of Nursing, Yale University School of Nursing, New Haven, CT.

RZ401 .G76 2016
Spirituality and coping with loss: end of life healthcare practice / Wendy Greenstreet.

SB118.3 .G68 2011

SB482.A4 S36 2017

SD421.K63 2017
Megafire: the race to extinguish a deadly epidemic of flame / Michael Kodas.

SF442 .R57 2014
The original catfancy cat bible / Sandy Robins, with Arnold Plotnick, MS, DVM, ACVIM, Lorraine M. Shelton and Sarah Hartwell.

T14.5 .S67 2017
Whose global village?: rethinking how technology shapes our world / Ramesh Srinivasan.

T14.5 .T696 2016
The dark side of technology / Peter Townsend.
TA157.5.T54 2017
Engineering women : re-visioning women's scientific achievements and impacts / Jill S. Tietjen.

TA158.5.W43 2016
Technical writing for engineering professionals / Darla-Jean Weatherford.

TF25.S37 C76 2009
Scranton railroads / David Crosby.

TH9448.Q55 2017
Principles of fire behavior / James G. Quintiere.

TJ808.S64 2017
Energy transitions : global and national perspectives / Vaclav Smil.

TK5105.888.L96 2016
Web style guide : foundations of user experience design / Patrick J. Lynch, Sarah Horton ; foreword by Ethan Marcotte.

TR147.F36 2016
Photo forensics / Hany Farid.

TX546.M6913 2017
Mouthfeel : how texture makes taste / Ole G. Mouritsen and Klavs Styrbæk ; translated and adapted by Mariela Johansen.

TX715.L795 2016

TX724.5.C5 M376 2016
Chow chop suey : food and the Chinese American journey / Anne Mendelson.

TX725.A1 J664 2017
My street food kitchen / Jennifer Joyce ; photography, Jean Cazals.

TX749.S773 2017
Pennsylvania scrapple : a delectable history / Amy Strauss.

TX907.2.S84 2017
Roadfood : an eater's guide to more than 1,000 of the best local hot spots & hidden gems across America / Jane & Michael Stern.

U394.A75 W45 2017
The imagineers of war : the untold history of DARPA, the Pentagon agency that changed the world / Sharon Weinberger.

UD383.A75 1991
Echoes of Glory : Arms and equipment of the union / by the editors of Time-Life Books.

UD383.5.A75 1991
Echoes of Glory : arms and equipment of the Confederacy / by the editors of Time-Life Books.
Civil War firearms: their historical background and tactical use and modern collecting and shooting / Joseph G. Bilby.

American Civil War artillery, 1861-1865: field & heavy artillery / Philip Katcher; illustrated by Tony Bryan.

The illustrated guide to tanks of the world / George Forty.

The Nazi Titanic: the incredible untold story of a doomed ship in World War II / Robert P. Watson.

Silenced in the library: banned books in America / Zeke Jarvis.

Censored: a literary history of subversion and control / Matthew Fellion and Katherine Inglis.

The leader's bookshelf / Adm. James Stavridis, USN (Ret.) and R. Manning Ancell.

Teaching information literacy reframed: 50+ framework-based exercises for creating information-literate learners / Joanna M. Burkhardt.

Hurricane Agnes in the Wyoming Valley / Bryan Glahn.

Child abuse: quick reference for health care, social service, and law enforcement professionals / [edited by] Randell Alexander, Diana K. Faugno, Patricia M. Speck.

Christianity, social justice, and the Japanese American incarceration during World War II / Anne M. Blankenship.

Mathew Brady's illustrated history of the Civil War, 1861-65 and the causes that led up to the great conflict / by Benson J. Lossing, and a chronological summary and record of every engagement ... showing the total losses and casualties together with war maps of localities, compiled from the officia

Winter gardens: reinventing a season / Cédric Pollet.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

Chase's calendar of events 2018.

Electronic America / Stephen Meyer.

National security / Kim Masters Evans.
HN1.I5 2017 v.8
Child abuse and domestic violence / Stephen Meyer.

HN1.I5 2017 v.21
Gun control / Erin Brown.

HN1.I5 2017 v.23
The health care system / Barbara Wexler.

HN1.I5 2017 v.14
Energy: supplies, sustainability, and costs / Kim Masters Evans.

KFP342.A29 B57
Bisel's Pennsylvania workers' compensation law source: the collected workers' compensation statutes, rules, regulations, notices and forms.

KFP561.A457 2017
Pennsylvania manual of civil and criminal penalties and sentences / by Robert L. Evangelista.

KFP94.A29 B57
Bisel's Pennsylvania domestic relations law source: the collected consolidated domestic relations statutes and Pennsylvania rules.

R121.M89 2016
Mosby's dictionary of medicine, nursing & health professions.

RB38.2.P34 2017
Mosby's manual of diagnostic and laboratory tests / Kathleen Deska Pagana, Timothy J. Pagana.

RK27.S744 2012
Stedman's medical dictionary for the dental professions.

RM300.D78
Drug facts and comparisons.

RM301.12.M67
Mosby's nursing drug reference

CHILDREN’S BOOKS, Multipurpose Room

PZ7.1.A972 Wor 2016
Worm loves Worm / J.J. Austrian, Mike Curato.

The Kraken’s rules for making friends / Brittany R. Jacobs.

PZ7.1.M44 Oc 2015
The octopuppy / Martin McKenna.
A library book for Bear / Bonny Becker; illustrated by Kady MacDonald Denton.

Children make terrible pets / Peter Brown.

The curious garden / Peter Brown.

Poor Puppy / by Nick Bruel.

This book just ate my dog! / Richard Byrne.

Click, clack, moo: cows that type / by Doreen Cronin; pictures by Betsy Lewin.

Tell me again about the night I was born / by Jamie Lee Curtis; illustrated by Laura Cornell.

When I was little: a four-year-old's memoir of her youth / by Jamie Lee Curtis; illustrated by Laura Cornell.

The day the crayons came home / Drew Daywalt, Oliver Jeffers.

Everyone loves Bacon / words by Kelly DiPucchio; pictures by Eric Wight.

Gilbert Goldfish wants a pet / by Kelly DiPucchio; illustrated by Bob Shea.

Cat knit / Jacob Grant.

Jacob's new dress / Sarah and Ian Hoffman; illustrated by Chris Case.

Mousetronaut: based on a (partially) true story / Mark Kelly; illustrated by C.F. Payne.

I want my hat back / Jon Klassen.

Pirates don't change diapers / written by Melinda Long; illustrated by David Shannon.
PZ7.M9542 Say 2014
Say hello like this! / Mary Murphy.

PZ7.N864 Bo 2014
The book with no pictures / B.J. Novak.

PZ7.R18149 Aq 2015
Archie the daredevil penguin / by Andy Rash.

PZ7.R33213 Cre 2012
Creepy carrots! / words Aaron Reynolds ; pictures Peter Brown ; jacket design, Lizzy Bromley.

PZ7.R33213 Cs 2017
Creepy pair of underwear! / words, Aaron Reynolds ; pictures, Peter Brown.

PZ7.R567535 Wh 2012
What to do if an elephant stands on your foot / by Michelle Robinson ; pictures by Peter H. Reynolds.

PZ7.R719445 Duc 2009

PZ7.R83116 Dr 2012
Dragons love tacos / by Adam Rubin ; illustrated by Daniel Salmieri.

PZ3 .A58326 2015
Please, Mr. Panda = Por favor, Sr. Panda / Steve Antony ; translated by J.P. Lombana.

PZ8.3 .B735 1973
Fresh cider and pie / Pictures by Aliki.

PZ8.3.B5655 Tic 2008
Tickle monster / by Josie Bissett ; illustrated by Kevan J. Atteberry.

PZ8.3.C9344 Im 2002
I'm gonna like me : letting off a little self-esteem / by Jamie Lee Curtis ; illustrated by Laura Cornell.

PZ8.3.C9344 Ist 2006
Is there really a human race? / by Jamie Lee Curtis ; illustrated by Laura Cornell.

PZ8.3.C9344 It 2004
It's hard to be five : learning how to work my control panel / Jamie Lee Curtis & [illustrations by] Laura Cornell.

PZ8.3.C9344 To 1998
Today I feel silly & other moods that make my day / by Jamie Lee Curtis ; illustrated by Laura Cornell.

PZ8.3.D565 Po 2008
The pout-pout fish / Deborah Diesen ; pictures by Dan Hanna.
Lady Pancake & Sir French Toast / by Josh Funk ; illustrated by Brendan Kearney.

Fall is not easy / written and illustrated by Marty Kelley.

**On Order**

Aliens love underpants / Claire Freedman & Ben Cort.

Monsters love underpants / Claire Freedman & [illustrated by] Ben Cort.